FOR NEARLY THREE DECADES, MULTILATERAL TECHNOLOGY HAS EXTENDED THE PRODUCTION LIFE OF MATURE NORTH SEA FIELDS, WITH MANY OFFSHORE WELLS IN NORWAY DRILLED AS DUAL-LATERALS, TRI-LATERALS OR QUAD-LATERALS. AS WELLS NEAR THE END OF THEIR LIFE EXPECTANCY, AFTER MANY YEARS OF INITIAL PRODUCTION, FURTHER ADVANCES IN HALLIBURTON MULTILATERAL TECHNOLOGY ENABLE RE-DRILLING OF THESE WELLS AS NEW MULTILATERAL PRODUCERS.

A NORTH SEA OPERATOR ASKED HALLIBURTON TO PROVIDE A MULTILATERAL SOLUTION FOR DRILLING NEW LATERAL LEGS IN EXISTING SUBSEA WELLS. THE SOLUTION NEEDED TO ELIMINATE THE RETRIEVAL OF THE CHRISTMAS TREE OR TIEBACK LINER AND REDUCE THE NUMBER OF DRILLING SECTIONS REQUIRED.

HALLIBURTON RECOMMENDED THE AWARD-WINNING 9 5/8-INCH FLEXRITE® MULTIBRANCH INFLOW CONTROL (MIC) SYSTEM AND THE REFLEXRITE® COMPLETION SYSTEM. THIS COMBINATION PROVIDES NEW CAPABILITIES THAT ALLOW THE OPERATOR TO SIDETrack OUT OF AN EXISTING MAINBORE CASING ABOVE AN OLD MULTILATERAL WELL, INSTALL AN 8 5/8-INCH EXPANDABLE LINER AND ULTIMATELY DRILL AND COMPLETE THREE LATERALS.

AN XTREMEGRIP® MLT ANCHOR PACKER PROVIDES THE FOUNDATION TO DRILL AND COMPLETE THE LOWER LATERAL. THE LOWER LATERAL COMPLETION IS RUN WITH A SECOND XTREMEGRIP MLT ANCHOR PACKER. ONCE SET IN PLACE, THE SECOND ANCHOR PACKER PROVIDES THE FOUNDATION TO DRILL AND COMPLETE THE UPPER LATERAL.

USING THESE SYSTEMS SAVED THE OPERATOR MORE THAN $10 MILLION AND ELIMINATED 15 OPERATING DAYS.

An XtremeGrip® MLT anchor packer provides the foundation to drill and complete the lower lateral. The lower lateral completion is run with a second XtremeGrip MLT anchor packer. Once set in place, the second anchor packer provides the foundation to drill and complete the upper lateral.

Using the Halliburton liner deployment system (LDS) enables installation of the lateral completion with standalone screens and swellable packers. The FlexRite MIC system allows for flow control of the branches separately through interval control valves (ICVs). Standalone screens in the laterals are equipped with autonomous inflow control devices (AICDs) for zonal gas production shutoff.
RESULTS

The FlexRite® MIC system and ReFlexRite® system met the operator’s well objectives and exceeded expectations by enabling all downhole operations to be performed through the Christmas tree. Using these systems extended the wells’ natural lifespan and enabled further economic production, maximizing asset value and saving the operator more than $10 million by eliminating 15 operating days.

A tri-lateral completion with zonal isolation and Intelligent Completion flow control.

Industry Awards

**FlexRite® System**
- IOR Prize (Improved Oil Recovery)
  *Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (2006)*

**ReFlexRite® System**
- Meritorious Award for Engineering Innovation
  *Exploration and Production E&P Magazine (2007)*
- Offshore Energy Achievement Award in Well Construction
  *Offshore Engineering Magazine (2007)*

**FlexRite® MIC System**
- Meritorious Award for Engineering Innovation
  *Exploration and Production E&P Magazine (2014)*

The FlexRite® multibranch inflow control (MIC) system.
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